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Relapses after fixed duration multiple drug
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Summary Relapse rates after multiple-drug therapy (MDT) have been low, although
there remains a concern about the possibility of late relapse in those with an initially
high bacterial load. In all, 502 patients in the AMFES cohort completed fixed
duration MDT and are included in this report. There have been no confirmed relapses
in the AMFES cohort, in a follow-up period of up to 8 years after completion of
treatment, even in the 57 cases with an initial average bacillary index of 2:4.0, 20 of
whom have been followed for more than 5 years after ceasing MDT. Methods of
diagnosing a relapse are discussed.

Introduction

Relapse rates after multiple-drug therapy (MDT) for leprosy are widely reported to be 10W, 1
to the extent that the recommended duration of treatment for multibacillary (MB) cases has
been reduced to 1 2 months ?
Making the diagnosis of relapse is not necessarily straightforward, and there is a
possibility of overdiagnosis. For paucibacillary (PB) cases reversal reactions can be confused
with relapse and there is no gold standard for comparison, as the organism cannot be isolated
in these cases. In a review of over 40,000 PB cases released from treatment in India, 0.29%
relapsed according to clinical criteria, but it was noted that it was likely that most of these
cases recorded as relapses were late reversal reactions. 3 This is confirmed in a study from
Ethiopia, where less than half of the 1 . 1 % of PB cases who were recorded as having relapsed
were thought to be true relapses on review. 4 Histological examination is often unable to
distinguish between a reaction and a PB relapse. 4 , 5 A therapeutic trial with steroids is
advocated as a means of making a clear diagnosis. 6
Amongst MB patients reversal reactions may also be confused with relapse, but the
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possibility of confinning a relapse bacteriologically is available, either by skin smears to
show a rise in bacillary index (BI) and/or a positive morphological index (MI), histology
(using a stain for acid-fast bacilli) or by mouse-foot-pad inoculation. In the study in Ethiopia
quoted above, 1 .0% of MB cases were recorded as having relapsed, but none of these was
confirmed on closer scrutiny: a common problem was to diagnose a relapse when only one
skin smear result showed a rise in BI. Guidelines for the programme required a second smear
to confirm the rise in BI, or an MI of 2% or more. 4
Relapses are usually reported within 2-3 years after release from treatment (RFf), when
reversal reactions are also more likely to occur. This is partly for logistic reasons with few
studies being able to follow patients for long periods. In one long-term study of rifampicin
containing but non-standard multidrug regimens, relapses occurred in two groups : the
majority had early relapses, before 3 . 5 years after release from treatment (median 22
months), while the remainder had late relapses more than 3.5 years after release from
treatment (median 5 years) . 7 1t was suggested that the early relapses were likely to be due to
insufficient treatment and the late relapses to persisting organisms.
A more recent long-term study showed a surprisingly high rate of relapse in those with an
initial average BI of 2:4, using fixed-duration WHO-MDT; late relapses occurred in seven
(20%) of these patients at 5 years ( ± 2 years) after release from treatment. 8 The relapses had
an increased BI and new skin lesions, and were confirmed in four cases by growth in the
mouse-foot-pad and in six cases by a positive MI.

Materials and methods

The ALERT MDT Field Evaluation Study (AMFES) recruited 660 patients between 1 988
and 1 993. There were 1 0 exclusions due to incorrect diagnosis or incorrect enrolment
procedures. Of the 650 patients included, 56 were relapse cases after dapsone monotherapy
and 594 were new cases. All were treated with fixed-duration MDT. A total of 502 (77%) of
the 650 patients completed treatment and are included in the relapse study. Patients were
reviewed every 6 months after release from treatment, although there was quite a large
dropout immediately after stopping MDT. Random samples of urine were tested for dapsone
during both treatment and surveillance.
Patients attending a 6-monthly review were examined clinically for signs of new or
enlarging skin lesions and for signs of nerve function impairment (NFl). In MB cases a skin
smear was routinely done each year, at four standard sites and from any suspect skin lesion. A
relapse could be suspected because of findings in the skin, or in the skin smear results. The
late appearance of reactions or nerve function impairment was also considered as a sign of
possible relapse. For the purposes of this paper, all patients who were given steroids
(indicating a severe reaction or NFl) more than 3 years after the diagnosis of leprosy had
been made were defined as possible relapses.
Skin smears were all read at the ALERT Hospital laboratory, where smears were kept for
review purposes for 1 year only. Smears were fixed and stained by the Ziehl-Neelsen method
and examined using a binocular light microscope with an oil immersion lens at x 1 00
magnification. The BI was reported for all four sites, so that although the BI was normally
taken to be the highest reading, an average can be calculated for each test. The MI was taken
as the percentage of solid staining bacilli in 1 00 examined.
The AMFES protocol clearly defined the management of suspected relapses. In summary,
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an MB relapse would be indicated by a skin smear after release from treatment with an MI of
at least 2%, or two skin smears in which the highest BI is 2 units above a previously recorded
level. A PB relapse would be confirmed by the appearance of new lesions or the extension of
existing lesions, after a course of steroids. If the diagnosis of a relapse is uncertain, as is
commonly the case, patients should be treated with steroids (without anti-leprosy treatment)
and reviewed within a period of 6 months for PB cases and 1 2 months for MB cases. If the
changes in the skin resolve during this observation period, the likelihood of a relapse is
reduced, while if the lesions remain or increase, a relapse is confirmed. Histological
examinations should be carried out for all suspected relapses, but the results were not to
be taken into account in reaching a clinical conclusion: these results would be used later to
assess the correlation between histology and the clinical findings. The mouse footpad assay
should be used for suspected MB relapses and would allow subsequent investigation for
possible drug resistance.
Patients who were prescribed steroids for reactions and nerve function impairment after
they had completed MDT were not given additional anti-leprosy drugs.

Results

Table 1 shows the length of follow-up of AMFES patients, including those with an initially
high BI who may be considered at greatest risk of relapse. In all, 1 2/677 ( 1 . 8 % ) random urine
specimens tested positive for dapsone during the surveillance period.
There have been no confirmed relapses in the AMFES cohort, although one patient was
re-treated by another doctor on the basis of clinical suspicion alone. Relapse was suspected at
some time in 40 (6%) patients and Table 2 shows the composition of this group.
New lesions in PB cases were usually noticed by the patient and presented to the health
worker. In all four cases, these new lesions were thought by health staff to be on the same sites
as previous lesions, but patients were unhappy not to be re-treated. One patient was thought
by one doctor to have relapsed and by another to have had a reversal reaction and
unfortunately this patient was re-treated without going through the correct AMFES proce
dures (namely, treatment with steroids alone in the first instance and re-assessment) . The
others were treated with steroids (two) or observed (one), with good results. One patient has
had four biopsies over a 5-year period, all indicating varying degrees of delayed type
hypersensitivity (DTH) in tuberculoid leprosy without any AFB ; steroids have been helpful

Table 1.

Follow-up after the end of MDT of AMFES patients who completed treatment
PB patients
(n

Total follow-up
Mean follow-up per case
Range
Number (%) followed for 5 years
or more

\"

=

246)

person-years
years
years
cases

1 009
4. 1
0-8.8
96
(39%)

MB patients
(n = 256)

1 09 1

person-years
years
years
cases

4.3
0-8.6
97
(38%)

Patients with BI
;;0,, 4 at start
(n = 57)

23 1

person-years
years
years
case�

4.0
0-8 . 1
20
(35%)
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Table 2.

Reasons for suspecting a relapse in 40 patients

Reason for suspecting a relapse
Possible new lesions
Bacteriological results
Late reactions/neuritis
Total

Number of cases
6 (2MB, 4PB)
7 (6MB, lPB)
27 (19MB, 8PB)
40 (27MB, 13PB)

Timing of suspicious events
2-5 years after RFr
Median 4 years
Variable

on several occasions in this case, although the patient has continued to complain of the skin
lesions, often insisting that they were new.
One of the MB cases with new lesions had a BI of 0 and was treated as a case of reversal
reaction with good results. The other MB case had persisting fleshy nodules on the ear lobes
with a slowly declining BI; the BI gradually settled to zero and a mouse foot-pad test (3 years
after release from treatment) showed no growth.
The bacteriological suspects included one PB patient who had a nerve biopsy 1 0 months
after release from treatment to define the nature of a reaction; one AFB was seen in the biopsy
slide, but this was taken to be acceptable and the patient was not re-treated. Of the MB cases
with suspicious bacteriological results, two were thought to be administrative errors as the BI
rose from 0/ 1 to 4 and then returned to zero a few months later, remaining negative ever since;
one of these had a mouse footpad assay done, which was negative. Three cases showed a
slight rise in BI 4 years after release from treatment that was reversed in subsequent smears.
One case remained with a persistently high BI (a reading at one site of at least 4) for 5 years
and had recurrent neuritis and ENL; a mouse footpad assay was negative and smears became
negative at 8 years, with no nerve function impairment at that time. The MI was never
positive in any patient after release from treatment.
The 27 cases with late or prolonged leprosy reactions/neuritis were treated for their
reactions and observed for any other signs of relapse; regular smears were done. No further
signs of relapse were noted in any of them.

Discussion

The rate of confirmed relapses in the AMFES cohort is zero. While the number of patients
lost to follow-up is significant (only 38% have completed 5 years surveillance), it is likely
that any relapses in this group would have come to the attention of the staff involved in
AMFES. Patients who move away from home often come to Addis Ababa and are likely to
come to ALERT if they develop lesions suggesting a relapse. One patient was treated as
a relapse at ALERT, contrary to the correct protocol, illustrating the fact that most such
cases will attend ALERT eventually, occasionally denying their previous treatment. The
very low turnover of staff involved in AMFES, makes it likely that patients will be
recognized if they attend for re-treatment. However, it remains the cases that some relapses
could have been missed by this study.
The appearance of new lesions in PB patients occurred most frequently 2 years after
release from treatment and can be regarded as a manifestation of a reversal reaction. Most of
the suspected MB relapses occurred at 4-5 years after release from treatment and were either
reversal reactions (the appearance of new lesions) or unsubstantiated skin smear results.
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PB relapses after MB leprosy have been reported, 9 , 1 0 but were not suspected in this
cohort. MB relapses after PB leprosy are generally thought to be due to inadequate treatment
because of rnisclassification at diagnosis; 4 although the definition of PB leprosy in this
cohort is wide, classification was done with great care, so that all except three patients with
positive smears got the MB regimen and there have been no suspected relapses in this
category.
The major current concern is the possibility of relapse after 5 years in the group of
patients with an initially high BI. l 1 - 14 Many previous reports of low relapse rates in MB
patients after MDT may be unreliable, as they included patients who had had many years of
dapsone monotherapy and therefore had a low bacterial load at the start of MDT, or had MDT
for more than 2 years, until smear negativity. 1 1
In the AMFES study, 57 patients had an average HI of �4 at the start of MDT (four were
true relapses after dapsone monotherapy) and were given fixed-duration treatment for 2 years.
It has been suggested that in most programmes this will be a small group as compared with
the overall leprosy burden, 2 but in this cohort it is 9% of the total case load, which is not
insignificant. However, 20 patients in this group have been followed for more than 5 years,
without a confirmed relapse, suggesting that the high relapse rates some years after fixed
duration MDT found in Mali 8 and elsewhere l2 may not be typical.
Reversal reactions and neuritis can occur at any time during the 5 years after release from
treatment in PB patients, although they certainly become less common over that period, as
shown in accompanying papers from AMFES. In such cases, management with steroids,
especially if nerve function impairment is present is most important. The diagnosis of relapse
is not urgent and can be made after a trial of steroids. Skin smears or a biopsy stained for AFB
will indicate a multibacillary relapse.
In MB patients, reversal reactions and neuritis may also occur at any time in the 5 years
after release from treatment. Suspected relapses require at least two skin smears to show a rise
in BI of more than 1 log unit, or to show an MI of at least 2%. In many programmes, the
number of skin smears being done is greatly reduced, either to zero or to one at diagnosis, for
technical and logistic reasons. In such situations a smear taken some years after release from
treatment will be difficult to interpret, as rates of decline in BI vary quite widely. Some
indication of the viability of the organisms found on the smear would be valuable.
The MI has been used as a method of assessing the efficacy of treatment regimens in
leprosy. There are other methods of assessing the viability of mycobacteria in the tissues that
are more sensitive, but they are much less applicable in leprosy endemic areas. 15 In one study
the MI was positive in 59/68 specimens with viable bacilli, giving a sensitivity of 87%, and
was 1 00% specific, in that an MI of 1 % or more always indicated viable organisms, although
testing did not include the mouse footpad assay. 1 6 Previous studies have shown, however,
that the measurement of the MI is difficult to standardize and unreliable under field
conditions y , 1 8 The MI could become a useful indicator of MB relapse in future, but a
well-functioning reference laboratory would be the only appropriate place for this to be done.
It is suggested that positive skin smears from suspected relapses should be sent to a reference
laboratory for estimation of the MI.
If skin smears cannot be taken and read at all, the diagnosis of relapse will depend on the
clinical findings alone. The clinical experience required to suspect and diagnose a relapse is,
however, also disappearing. In testing a number of different regimens, the Marchoux
Chemotherapy Study Group have seen many multibacillary relapses in which the new lesions
are mainly nodules and lepromas. 1 9 In view of the high acceptability of MDT, it may be
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appropriate to advocate a low threshold for the diagnosis of relapse, based on the definite
appearance of new lesions, in particular those that are nodular in formo
Steroids have been widely used in this study after completion of MDT without relapse,
indicating that cover with anti-leprosy drugs is not required in this situation.
ln summary, while relapse must always be considered, the reappearance of skin lesions in
leprosy patients in the 5 years after release from treatment is likely to be due to a reversal
reaction and should be treated as such, especially if there is accompanying nerve involve
ment. Definitely new lesions, especially if nodular in form, are more likely to be due to a
relapse.
Skin smears should be done if possible, and if positive, further steps should be taken to
identify true multibacillary relapses:

1.

Review any previous smear results.

2.

Refer the smear for measurement of the MI, if possible.

3.

Biopsy an active lesion, one section being stained for acid-fast bacilli.
After collecting this evidence and reviewing the results of anti-reaction treatment, an

informed decision can be made as to the need for a further course of MDT.
While no definitive conclusion can be made about the sub-group of patients with a high
initial BI, the AMFES results suggest that 2 years of WHO-MDT is a satisfactory treatment
regimen. It is proposed to follow this sub-group for a further 5 years.
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